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Health insurance and Nutrition Secrets THAT MAY SAVE YOUR VALUABLE Life covers a few of the hottest topics in
health insurance and nutrition: rock toxicity, the meals additive controversy, fluoride poisoning, how to protect your
brain from the ravages of disease and aging, and protecting yourself and your family members from a biohazard strike.
This enormous book also presents the latest details on strokes and center attacks, diabetes, safeguarding the digestive
system, and the best methods to keep the immune system young and powerful.
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This should be needed reading! This book isn't just filled with health tips and secrets. From all of the hidden ingredients
in many products to the genetic manipulation of plant life (now fish too!This past year, my eyes have already been
opened and mind overwhelmed as I've done just the tiniest bit of research into "food" in America. In my honest opinion,
this materials should be required reading!. Am hesitant to recommend the doctor as I have no idea his background and
I'm a skeptic but I have utilized his references several times therefore i believe there's worthwhile info. Blaylock clearly
indicates many harmful toxins we are exposed to from food and various other sources. He uses language that is very
easy to read and understand and, best of all, gives his recommendations for measures we are able to be taking to reduce
our contact with toxins and for methods we can be taking to take care of our exposure through food, vitamins, and
supplements. As Blaylock himself notes, "Truth has become a victim of political haggling. A year . 5 later, my sinus
problems are nearly all gone, hearing is certainly normal, I've lost 30 pounds, heartrate has improved from 127/90 right
down to 115/70. I've learned a lot more than I would produce in this review.I seriously cannot recommend this
publication highly enough. I would give it 10 stars if that was allowed. Please read this reserve and then share it with
someone you love! A gem This book is a treasure. He also bluntly reveals the foundation of the failings of several medical
physicians within their understanding of nourishment.I cannot pretend to follow all the biochemistry. He makes the
biochemistry easy for nonprofessionals to understand, and frequently follows the history of the research to underscore
his opinions.D. One big mistake by Blaycock is that he says that Gamma Linolenic Acid (GLA) is derived from omega-3
Alpha Linolenic Acid (take note they both have linolenic in their name). non-etheless, the mainstream media's dietary
talking heads are still racing to keep up with what it contains. I plan to buy it because he carries a variety of
details.Gleam very helpful index in the back. But it is derived from EFA omega-6! (His credentials in this area are
sufficient for me personally. But I was curious plenty of to order it through Interlibrary Loan (my local library didn't
have it) to see if I can purchase it for my library--I am now very selective in what I buy. If you have browse deeply in the
topic areas you will likely have seen what I call "unheard-before" info elsewhere but I hadn't noticed it, mostly because
I didn't think of looking in those days. I still make reference to it sometimes. It's an enormous book: can't imagine
simply sitting down to read it cover to cover so I use the index.Dr. Must Have!! Years ago I purchased and still have Dr.) I
simply understand that what he suggests functions. I wish there was more copies to order. Peskin shows that the raw,
unprocessed, uncooked parent-omega-6 Linoleic Acid is ESSENTIAL (hello: Necessary Fatty Acid !" Since I now use
homeopathy and natural herbs for curing, I thought there would not be very much in his newer publication for me. Use
the index, worthwhile information, huge book Lots of unheard-before details. Why has this material not absolutely all
been relegated to the mainstream? I was pleased to learn his insight on the politics. The medical information regarding
the mind is what I must say i like--I believe this nation is going to have MORE of an epidemic of brain disease that it
does now. Dr. Simply put: this book will change your life, quite literally. To put it simply: this book will change your life I
rarely write reviews but this publication deserves the highest ranking and review. I stumbled onto this reserve of Dr.
Blaylock's, liked what I examine, and began testing out a few of his suggestions. I have not read this book cover-to-
cover, but I have read an excellent percentage of it simply by looking topics up from the index that I was thinking about
and likely to the chapters which were of highest concern to me. is the author to read. This is only 1 of the observations
he makes that recommend we the people are not the initial concern of lawmakers, Big Ag, and Big Pharma. Blaylock's
"Excitotoxins. He provides improved my life and my family's lifestyle, and we are profoundly grateful. Do yourself a
favor: read this book and act onto it. If You Like Oz, You'll Love Blaylock If you want to read the truth about conditions
that remain oddly controversial, such as neurotoxicity inside our food chain, medications and in our drinking water,
former neurosurgeon Russell Blaylock, M. I purchased the lasr new duplicate for neice, was having troubles with
vaccines.He actually wants to teach a whole lot in this publication, and lots of it is in the amount of say a college
freshman textbook, but concentrating on the essentials. I .There are some similarities with Perlmutter's "The Better
Brain Book.! Blaylock's "Excitotoxins: the Flavor that Kills" is also essential reading. Four Stars Good information. Four
Stars good information to keep healty Five Stars Great very much rubbish in this book I've just done a evaluation
between this reserve and Peskin's "PEO Option".. Peskin sticks to well-performed science on most important points.
Blaycock has a sprinkling of references. (I have not followed through to most of the references). Anyone thinking that



they have good info from Blaycock's reserve is set for disappointing outcomes. (There are several areas of agreement
between these two books, like the damage that damaged/adulterated vegetable oils do to your body). Blaycock paints all
omega-6 oils as being unhealthy. What a great and HONEST book.) and includes a big role to play in recovering and/or
preventing medical issues such as heart disease, diabetes and actually cancer.This book includes a 2006 copyright."
This statement alone is enough to maintain him off network television, which can by no means upset its sponsors by
telling a truth about a product." Personally i think like I trust Blaylock more, but Perlmutter covers some important
conditions that Blaylock leaves out.! The difference is definitely staggering. GLA is correctly stated to be very beneficial.
Life-changing in many ways We developed chronic sinusitus in age group 50, temporarily losing significant hearing in
one ear, and after half a year of no outcomes from standard medical remedies and facing corrective surgery that had
uneven results, I began looking at different ways of resolving this. Blaylock has provided a public service by writing this
reserve. Five Stars Doing research Five Stars Thank you I wish there is more copies to order. Or you can skip to the back
of some chapters and find what health supplements he recommends..), it really is absolutely flabbergasting what is
considered "safe" to eat nowadays." My reaction was, "Wow! I skipped some parts, but every doctor (doctors may
appreciate it a lot less due to his criticisms of doctors and especially the medical market) and individual should read it.
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